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Optimal Controls of Vehicle Trajectories in Fleet Management
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Abstract—Given the raised focus on transport energy and
trafﬁc-induced environmental issues, the ability of reducing
vehicular environmental impacts is of great importance for intelligent trafﬁc management. The recent development in vehicleto-infrastructure (V2I) communication provides an effective
means for continuous management of vehicle driving. This study
presents an essential step of the work towards a dynamic ﬂeet
management system that takes advantages of real-time trafﬁc
information and communication. Based on the optimal control
theory, a methodological approach is developed to control
the environmental impacts of live vehicle ﬂeets. In particular,
vehicle trajectories that minimize local environmental objectives
are derived by applying a discrete dynamic programming
method. Numerical examples show that the method is promising
for local V2I based trafﬁc management applications and can be
further extended for more complex optimal control problems
in dynamic ﬂeet management.

reduce the green house gas emissions to 80% of the 2008
level [1], and at the same time, the goods transport in Europe
is projected to increase by 75% [2].
The rapid evolution of information and communication
technology (ICT) presents an excellent opportunity to tackle
these problems through novel integrated intelligent transportation system (ITS) solutions. Recent advances in application of communication technology have opened up new
perspectives for the development of ITS systems that utilize vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and/or vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communication, so called cooperative systems. The
expectation of the industry and other stakeholders is that cooperative systems may improve safety, efﬁciency and reduce
the environmental impacts of road trafﬁc in an even more
efﬁcient way than the existing ITS systems in operation.
Platooning and ﬂeet management are an active research
area that has attracted strong interests from transport stakeholders, especially producers and owners of freight ﬂeets.
Whereas much research has been dedicated to vehicle and
control technologies that allow vehicle platoons to operate
on normal public highways with signiﬁcant environmental,
safety and comfort beneﬁts, it is also important to integrate platooning operation with real-time trafﬁc information
and vehicle states. The recent FP7 projects, SATRE1 and
HaveIT2 , reﬂect the trends of these technologies. It was
even shown in previous tests that platooning application can
save 5% to 15% fuel usage and signiﬁcantly reduce carbon
footprints of heavy trucks due to less aerodynamic drag [3],
[4]. In Sweden, major ﬂeet producers/owners such as Scania
have formulated joint research effort with research institutions e.g. KTH in developing control strategies for platooning
operation as well as advanced in-vehicle technologies [4],
[5], [6].

I. I NTRODUCTION
Closely connected to the growing economy of the world
is the steadily increasing demand for transport, and corresponding rapid augmentation in energy consumption and
green house gases produced. Transportation systems has
contributed to a major part of the increase in oil consumption
during the last decades and the growth is expected to
continue. Its development therefore faces big challenges with
respect to the social sustainability. The environmental footprint of transport in the European Union (EU) corresponds to
almost 25% of the total greenhouse gas emissions and 30% of
the CO2 . Hence, the entire transport sector, and particularly
road transport, has been targeted as a main policy area where
further environmental and overall efﬁciency improvements
are critical for a sustainable future of European transportation.
A. Background
While the demand for road transport has been skyrocketing
during the last decade, the impacts on air pollution in cities,
global climate change and other environmental aspects need
to be signiﬁcantly reduced and road congestion better controlled to satisfy social requirement. To ensure sustainability
and global acceptance of commercial transportation, new
systems which reduce the dependence on oil and minimize
emission of greenhouse gases need to be developed. One of
the goals for 2030, set by the European Commission, is to

B. Research objectives
The application of communication technology in ITS
development has attracted broad attention within EU. Many
completed and ongoing EU projects have contributed to the
state-of-the-art of cooperative systems while more attentions
are given to vehicle adhoc network and V2V based ITS
systems to improve road safety e.g. COOPERS [7]. Nevertheless, few infrastructure-based cooperative systems, according
to our knowledge, have been developed to manage trafﬁc
ﬂeets on road for energy and environmental purposes. There
are increasing demand to develop intelligent infrastructure or
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roadside units that can achieve local management purpose
according to live trafﬁc conditions.
Since the fall of 2011, KTH and Scania AB have launched
a joint research project, iQFleet, with an objective to develop
intelligent real-time ﬂeet management systems. A proposed
system architecture is shown in ﬁgure 1, consisting of three
layers. The ﬁrst layer includes on-board sensors such as radar
and lidar, collecting information of nearby trafﬁc and environment. Whenever trafﬁc condition changes, either driver
or vehicle automatically makes a corresponding reaction.
Adaptive cruise control (ACC) and active braking systems
(ABS) are examples of such kind. In ﬂeet management,
these systems can be integrated to enable platooning, where
multiple heavy-duty vehicles may drive close to each other so
that air drag and hence energy consumption are both reduced.
The second layer incorporates GPS positioning and wireless
communication between vehicles. Therefore, information can
be propagated beforehand, and vehicles can provide faster
reaction to disturbance and emergency situations in trafﬁc
ﬂow. The two layers above support vehicle ﬂeets to operate
as a whole unit and make joint decisions. From the ﬂeet
management point of view, a platoon can be formulated
dynamically and interact with other platoons and trafﬁc
objects.
In the last layer, local trafﬁc information can be transmitted to a central processing node able of creating local
and regional view of trafﬁc ﬂows. Trafﬁc models are then
enabled to predict real-time dynamic trafﬁc states, which in
return be applied for on-line guidance to vehicles and ﬂeets.
Conventionally, such guidance is mainly through road-side
messages or signs e.g. speed limits and other warnings. Due
to the availability of vehicle infrastructure communication,
it is possible to combine such guidance with in-vehicle
systems and develop new trafﬁc management measures at
the individual vehicle or ﬂeet level e.g. speed management.
Drivers therefore may receive more frequent guidance that
is based on dynamic trafﬁc states.
This study is mainly focused on developing infrastructurebased measures that continuously manage vehicle and ﬂeet
states, in particular speed proﬁles, using communication
channels. The basic idea of the paper is to derive local speed
management strategies for vehicle and ﬂeet corresponding
to local trafﬁc conditions and achieve minimal energy and
environmental impacts. The paper focuses on the simpler
case of a single vehicle, and it is natural to extend to the
more complex case of ﬂeets in the future study of the project.
The next section derives an analytical approach to ﬁnd the
optimal speed control at the individual vehicle level when
the initial and ﬁnal states of the vehicle are known.

while terrain variation of highway was also considered.
However, the approach has, unfortunately, not been applied
in applications of trafﬁc management and in-vehicle systems
due to the limited availability of infrastructure, sensing
technologies, and method and tool for trafﬁc modeling and
prediction at the time. The appearance of cooperative system
in ITS development makes it technically possible to implement dynamic guidance to drivers with beneﬁts not only in
system efﬁciency but in fuel economy and environmental
impacts. Thus, the eco-driving strategies become more than
technical concepts. The recent ongoing EU projects such as
WiSafeCar3 and CoMoSeF4 have shown the promising future
of such application. In the iQFleet project, it is essential
to obtain optimal controls for individual vehicles and ﬂeets.
Ideally, such type of controls can be disseminated to vehicles
via infrastructure to vehicle (I2V) information and driver
(or vehicle) will automatically follow the control messages
received in real time. It is obvious that if the fuel usage
and emission impacts can be minimized for each vehicle the
controls will minimize the total emission and energy impacts
of the trafﬁc ﬂeet.
The rest of the section starts by introducing the mathematical formulation and solution principle for a regular
optimal control problem. The detailed vehicle trajectory
control problem will then be treated using a discrete dynamic
programming formulation in the context of cooperative trafﬁc
management.
A. Mathematical problem statement
General formulation: Consider a general optimal control
problem that is described by the following ordinary differential system:

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), α(t)) t ≥ 0
(1)
x(0) = x0
where x(t) is the state of the system controlled whereas α(t)
is the control input at time t. The initial boundary condition
is given by x0 . In a typical control problem, the target state
x(τ ) = x1 may be given and the control period τ is free.
The control measure can be represented by a payoff function
 τ
r(x(t), α(t))dt.
(2)
J(x, α) =
0

where r(x(t), α(t)) is the general running payoff. The basic
problem is to ﬁnd an optimal control α∗ (·) such that the
control measure is optimized i.e.
J(x∗ , α∗ ) = min J(x, α).
α∈Ω

(3)

where x∗ is the optimal intermediate system states or trajectory.
This problem has been treated extensively in literature e.g.
[10][11][12] and is often solved by reformulating optimal
control as an optimization problem. That is, by deﬁning the

II. M ETHODS
Optimal control of automobiles for fuel economy is not a
fully new research topic. Since 1980s, several pioneer studies
[8] [9] have been conducted to investigate the underlining
principle of optimal driving with an objective of minimizing
fuel consumption. Detailed vehicle dynamics was modeled

3 http://www.wisafecar.com/
4 http://www.celtic-initiative.org/Projects/Celtic-PlusProjects/2011/COMOSEF/comosef-default.asp
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Figure 1.

The concept framework of an intelligent ﬂeet management system based on dynamic vehicle sensing and communications.

control theory Hamiltonian function H(x∗ (t), λ∗ (t), α∗ (t))
as follows

This formulation neglects the detailed vehicle dynamics
model in previous studies [8] since our application is focused
on driving guidance at the tactical level. However, it is
convenient to add the vehicle acceleration model in the
application of detailed vehicle control [6].
The objective of the control is to minimize certain impact
measure such as fuel consumption or emission represented
by
 τ
φ(x(t), a(t))dt
(10)
J(α) =

H(x(t), λ(t), α(t)) = r(x(t), α(t)) + λT (t)f (x(t), α(t))
(4)
the Pontryagin Minimum Principle (PMP) is applied with
the equations derived to satisfy the necessary condition to
the inﬁnite problem. λ(t) is a vector of adjoint variables at
each time instant t, which are indeed Lagrange multipliers. It
is shown that the optimal control problem formulated above
can be solved by handling the following equations [11]:

0

with constraints to the state variables and control inputs

H(x∗ (t), λ∗ (t), α∗ (t)) = min H(x∗ (t), λ∗ (t), α)(5)
∗

∗

∗

α∈Ω
∗

ẋ (t) = ∇λ H(x (t), λ (t), α (t))
∗

∗

∗

∗

λ̇ (t) = −∇x H(x (t), λ (t), α (t))

ẋ(t) = [v(t) a(t)]T
x(0) = x0
x(τ ) = xT
a(t) ∈ (dˆmax , âmax (v)]

(6)
(7)

This transfers the optimal control problem to point-wise
optimization problems at each time instant. When boundary
conditions are deﬁned, analytical or numerical solutions may
exist [10][12].
Control of vehicle trajectory: In the application of vehicle
trajectory control, instantaneous vehicle state can be represented by a vector

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

where φ(x(t), a(t)) is instantaneous emission or fuel usage;
dˆmax is the maximum deceleration and âmax (v) is maximum
acceleration that vehicle engine can reach at the speed level.

where s(t) and v(t) are vehicle traveling distance and speed
at certain time t. The control input is the acceleration itself

B. Solution method based on dynamic programming
Discrete formulation: The problem formulated by equation (10)-(14) is a two point boundary value problem (BVP)
for a continuous ODE that needs to be solved numerically
in applications. This paper, however, formulates the vehicle
dynamics as a discrete system model as follows:

α(t) = a(t).

xk+1 = f (k, xk , αk ) = A · xk + ak b

x(t) = [s(t) v(t)]T

(8)

(9)
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(15)

where xk = [sk vk ]T and ak are the state of the vehicle
and control input, the acceleration, at a time instant k
respectively. b = [Δt2 /2 Δt]T is stationary in this problem
and Δt is the time interval. A is also stationary, that is


1 Δt
.
0 1

C. Fuel and emission estimation approach
In order to manage fuel consumption or other emission
impacts induced by vehicle ﬂeet, it is essential to accurately
estimate the time-resolved emission quantity. The estimation
is based on computational modeling of emissions using
the inputs of trafﬁc dynamics as well as individual vehicle
information. Different emission models have been developed
to compute fuel consumption and air pollutants including
CO, HC, NOx and particulate matters (PMs) as well as green
house gases e.g. CO2 .
Similar to trafﬁc models, an emission model can be either
macroscopic, mesoscopic or microscopic in nature according
to its characteristics. In this study, detailed instantaneous
emissions of vehicle ﬂeet need to be estimated. Therefore,
microscopic emission models [13] are most suitable for the
application context. Taking vehicle operating conditions as
inputs e.g. instantaneous speed, acceleration, engine states
and so on, microscopic emission models aim at predicting
vehicular emission at a second-by-second resolution. The
development of such models normally requires collection
of emission data from various types of vehicles. Different
approaches have been adopted in the model development
including the physical, power demand based [14] and the
regression based approaches [15]. Whereas the power-based
models are based on complex physical principles, the statistical models use a function of instantaneous vehicle states. For
example, the VT-micro model, developed ﬁrst by Virginia
Tech using the Portable Emission Measurement System
(PEMS) data, estimates emission by following equations:

3 3
a≥0
exp( i=0 j=0 (Lei,j · v i · aj ))
M OEe =
3 3
e
i
j
exp( i=0 j=0 (Mi,j · v · a ))
a<0
(28)
where M OEe is the instantaneous fuel consumption or emission rate of a pollutant specie e; e can be CO, HC and NOx;
v and a represent the instantaneous vehicle speed(km/h) and
e
are the regresacceleration(km/h/s) separately; Lei,j and Mi,j
sion coefﬁcients. A logarithm transform is adopted to avoid
negative output and to enhance the model representativeness
in low-speed and/or low-acceleration regimes. The model
was created for positive and negative accelerations separately
to ensure a better compliance with the measurement data
over the full range of the vehicle-operation envelope. Besides
using PEMS data, a method was developed to calibrate the
model using aggregated emission information before being
applied in the context of European roads [16].

The objective is to treat with the optimization below
min{φ̂(xN ) + J(k, xk )}
X,α

J(k, xk ) =

N
−1


φ(k, xk , ak )Δt

(16)
(17)

k=0

with constraints
x0 = [0 v̂0 ]T
xN = [L v̂N ]T
ak ∈ (dˆmax , âmax (vk )]

(18)
(19)
(20)

where φ(k, xk , ak ) is the instantaneous emission or energy
usage; φ̂(xN ) is the ﬁnal reward function and the equations
(18) and (19) show the initial and ﬁnal conditions.
Dynamic programming model: The discrete problem
above can be treated as a backward dynamic programming
recursion i.e.
J(k, x) =

min {φk (x, a)Δt + J(k + 1, xk+1 )},

a∈α(k,x)

k = N − 1, ..., 0

(21)

According to the principle of optimality [11], there exists an
optimal control solution with feedback control in each stage
obtained by
a∗k = arg min {φk (x, a)Δt + J(k + 1, xk+1 )}.
a∈α(k,x)

(22)

The dynamic programming solution above is formulated
based on the temporal discretization whereas the state variable has to be discretized at the same time. The time interval
for the optimal control is unknown, though it is possible to
ﬁnd an optimal value by testing different feasible times.
Since the total distance of the controlled area is known
in the two point BVP problem, a discretization on space is
considered instead. Space discretization indeed simpliﬁes the
state transition dynamics i.e.
xn+1 = f (n, xn , αn ) = xn + αn

(23)

where xn = vn is the state variable and the control input is
αn
an
Δtn

=
=
=

Δvn
[(vn + Δvn )2 − vn2 ]/2Δs
Δvn /an

(24)
(25)
(26)

III. N UMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, we illustrate a practical example that
the method presented above is applied. Let’s consider the
basic problem for local ﬂeet management application, where
control of vehicle trajectory is necessary for the purpose
of managing local emissions, in particular carbon footprint
(CO2 ).
In the former study, four main scenarios were proposed
when deriving optimal driving strategy for single vehicle fuel

Δtn is the time interval and an is the acceleration. While
the time intervals are not equalized, the dynamic programming model in this case is similar to that of the temporal
discretization case i.e.
J(n, x) = min{φn (x, a)Δtn + J(n + 1, xn+1 )},
a

n = N − 1, ..., 0

(27)
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Figure 2.

An example of the ﬁxed boundary optimal control problem.

developing an intelligent ﬂeet management system using V2I
infrastructure able of minimizing local fuel consumption or
other emissions produced by ﬂeet. Inspired by the early
work in optimal fuel economy driving, we propose to solve
the optimal trajectory problem by applying the optimal
control theory. In particular, a discrete dynamic programming
formulation is used while the formulation is based on a
simpler space discretization. Instantaneous emission model
is applied in the calculation of the objective function using
vehicle states. In the case study, a most common trafﬁc
scenario on highway, downstream congestion formulation
(backward shockwave), is considered. By applying standard
technique of backward recursion and forward recovery, an
optimal speed proﬁle and corresponding control inputs are
derived for minimal carbon footprint during the process.
Obviously, there is still a large space to extend the study
for intelligent ﬂeet management application. At the moment,
only a single vehicle is treated when deriving optimal trajectory. When a ﬂeet of heavy vehicles is considered, it is
necessary to treat the ﬂeet as an entity that can interact with
other vehicle and ﬂeets. Since the ACC control within vehicle
ﬂeet has been already developed in several studies such as
[6], the current work is to derive the optimal trajectory for
a ﬂeet where the vehicles are modeled as a whole.
Besides the derivation of the ﬂeet control strategies in
different trafﬁc scenarios, it is also important to test the
performance of the derived trajectory control approach. Such
evaluation requires real trafﬁc situations and interaction with
other trafﬁc objects such as trafﬁc light, trafﬁc sign etc.
Therefore, evaluation of the control approach using trafﬁc
simulation is indispensable during the development of the
dynamic trafﬁc management system.

economy [9]. Here we simply consider a most common scenario when vehicles in a ﬂeet meets congestion downstream
on highway. A central node of road-side unit can detect
the congestion formulation beforehand via communication
and other sensors, and then estimate current trafﬁc state
downstream, trafﬁc ﬂow speed, based on trafﬁc models.
Thus, the ﬂeet management system needs to derive the
optimal speed trajectory for vehicle or vehicle ﬂeet, which
can be disseminated to drivers. Figure 2 shows a detailed case
of the scenario with parameters. Assume the downstream
trafﬁc ﬂow speed is in a heavy congested mode with a speed
of 5 m/sec while a vehicle travels at a speed of 25 m/sec
upstream. There is a distance of 300m from the current
position of the vehicle to the downstream trafﬁc ﬂow. The
goal is to ﬁnd a speed proﬁle and control inputs that minimize
the total carbon produced in the procedure.
Applying the dynamic programming approach presented
by the equation (27) and the instantaneous emission model
of the equation (28), we can estimate a trajectory that fulﬁll
the minimal CO2 emission for the vehicle using backward
recursion and forward recovery technique [12]. A space
discretization of 5 m is applied in the problem solver.
Figure 3 shows the estimated speed state proﬁles against
space and time receptively. The whole process takes about
15 seconds. The picture shows that the optimal strategy
in this example is to keep the speed for a certain time
interval (close to 6 seconds) and then conducting a smooth
brake, which represents almost a constant deceleration about
−2msec2 . This may indicate that the objective function on
CO2 is locally close to a convex function. Given the speed
range and distance, a constant speed combing with a smooth
deceleration leads to minimal carbon footprint.
IV. S UMMARY AND FURTHER PERSPECTIVES
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Figure 3.

A speed proﬁle solution for the optimal braking problem: optimal states against space (upper) and against time (lower).
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